







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The“Monk”in The Scholars and the Divergences of the Buddhists
in the Ming and Qing Dynasties
WANG Rigen
(College of Humanities, Xiamen University, Xiamen, Fujian 361005, China)
[Abstract] The development of Buddhism in the Ming Dynasty tends to be extremely prosperous. With the
demise of the Ming dynasty in 1644, the Buddhist monasteries in Beijing alone reached more than 1,000. The
policy of the Qing Dynasty on Buddhism is almost completely inherited from the Ming Dynasty system. In
Kangxi and Qianlong period, the strong national strength and cultural prosperity make a solid foundation for the
flourishing of Buddhism. The Scholars, taking the Ming Dynasty as the background, exposes abuses in the impe⁃
rial examination system and reflects the secular beliefs and social outlook of the Ming and Qing Dynasties.
Among them, the description of Buddhist believers is particularly striking. From the behavior of these Buddhist
believers we can see not only goodness of humanity which includes indifference to fame and fortune as well as
longing for elegant refined life, but also the spurning to vulgarity and mediocrity. From various sorts of“monk”,
the divergence and diversity of the Buddhist believers in the Ming and Qing Dynasties were fully demonstrated,
which was complementary to the social-economic and cultural development of the Jiangnan area at that time.
[Key words] Buddhism in the Ming and Qing Dynasties; Buddhist; divergence; social economy; social cul⁃
ture
王日根 《儒林外史》中“出家人”与明清佛徒的纷异
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